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THE WORLD FLIGHT FOR HEARING TEAM 
This document is to briefly introduce the World Flight for Hearing. We feel that there might be a risk 
that we have not fully communicated who we are and would like to take this opportunity to do so. 

JOHAN HAMMARSTRÖM 

 
 

Quick facts Johan Hammarström 

Birth May 3, 1977 in Stockholm 

Pilots license PPL, IR, ME, Glider license 

Hours flown 1200 hours 

Started flying 1991 

Types flown P46T, PA34, PA32R, BE35, M20P, PA28, MFI-9, C150, 
Gliders, UL-B (Sea and Land) 

WFH project function - Project Manager & Founder of WFH 
- Key contract management 

Professional background - Business development and Area Operations Manager 
- Flight operations manager in the company for which 

he is working 
 
Johan is the inventor of the 25 hour working day and the 8 day working week. Johan has an 
impressive track record of initiating and completing aviation related project. He has rapidly 
become one important influencer in the Scandinavian aviation community. Some of his recent 
achievements include: 

- Johan founded the first Swedish Airpark (second in Europe) in Siljansnäs in central 
Sweden [http://www.siljanairpark.se/eng/index.asp]. This project is now becoming reality 
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and most real estate is sold out already. 
- Johan has been buying and selling aircraft for 4 different companies. A year and a half 

ago he bought the first Piper Meridian in Sweden and he managed the ferry flight from 
US, FL to Sweden. At this point he is also Flight operations manager for the company for 
which he is working. The company has an extensive flying operation producing 900 
hours annually with light single and twin engine aircrafts.  

- Johan is running a company working with aircraft rentals and consultancy in the GA field 
in Scandinavia. 

 
Professionally Johan has a Masters Degree computer systems and he is currently working as 
Area Operations Manager in the Medical IT field. 

Martin Håkansson 
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Quick facts Martin Håkansson 

Birth April 18, 1978 Lund Sweden 

Pilots license CPL, Frozen ATPL, IR, ME 

Hours flown 840 hours 

Started flying 1995 

Types flown P46T, BE95, BE76, PA34, AN2, M20P, PA28, PA18, PA32R, 
C182R, C172, C152, UL-B (Sea and land),  

Project function Sponsors and commercial agreements 

Professional background - Sales Support Manager 
- Key Account Manager  

 
 
Martin is the commercial brain in the team working with the industrial partners and sponsors. 
Martin has an interesting background including Military service as a ranger squad leader, a 
commercial pilot training and a Master of Science degree in Industrial engineering and 
management.  
 
Professionally, Martin is managing the sales support team of a Sweden based medical IT 
company. During his 4 years in the company he has held several positions in project 
management, business development and management roles.  
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Henrik Ejderholm 

 
 

Quick facts Henrik Ejderholm 

Birth February 7, 1972 in Linköping, Sweden 

Pilots license PPL, IR, ME, FAA PPL-H, Currently doing final tests for JAA ATPL 

Hours flown 850 hours 

Started flying year 1994 

Types flown P46T, PA34, M20P, PA28, , Shwiezer 300, MFI-15, MFI-9, UL-B (Sea 
and land),  

Project function Flight operations 

Professional background - Product support manager 
- Product management 

 
Henrik is responsible for the flight planning and all operational aspects of the WFH project 
including e.g. Visas & Permits. His technical talent and extensive international experience makes 
him the key player for coordinating the massive expedition round the world.  
 
Henrik has a B Sc degree in computer engineering from Linköping University and he currently 
manages the Product support team for a Sweden based company working in the Medical IT field.  


